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Thank you for taking a look at our website 
and for downloading this guide.

Whenever I meet new people, I nearly al-
ways get asked, “How in the world did you 
end up making cartoons for businesses? 
That’s got to be the coolest job ever!”

You know what? 

They’re right! It is the coolest job ever, but 
I started this business not because I love 
animation but because I saw how powerful 
these videos can be when I used them in a 
business I used to own.

When I first came across explainer videos, 
I was running a company that sold text 
message marketing services to small 
businesses right across the country. The 
technology we had was really clever but 
our sales people were doing a terrible job 
of explaining how the products worked. Not 
only were our sales people bad at explaining 
the technology, but their explanations were 
different every time. 

Among other things, our poor explaining and inconsistent messaging was causing:

- Inconsistency in sales.

- Lumpy cash flows.

- Frustrated sales people.

- Damage to our brand.

- Disillusioned customers when expectations weren’t met.

- No reliable automation in our sales process.

- Poor positioning in the market.

LETTER FROM THE CEO
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One day I asked myself, “What if we could get every salesperson to explain the 

products?”

perfectly every time?” As soon as I asked that question the light bulb went on. “We 

need one of those companies that can make those little cartoon videos!”

Just like you are doing now, I started researching for a vendor and I eventually hired 

a company to make four explainer videos for us. It was a big investment at the time 

but the impact they had on our sales was substantial and immediate. Not only that, my 

sales people couldn’t stop thanking me! Prior to having the videos, our prospects were 

disinterested and didn’t “get” what we did. After the explainer videos arrived our sales 

people just flicked on their iPads and pressed play. Sixty seconds later, customers were 

signing up.  Explainer videos transformed the entire business and lifted our brand from 

average to outstanding in just the few months they took to make. When I eventually 

sold that company, my next business was clear. I wanted to build an explainer video 

company that not only made good looking videos, but videos that understood their 

role in transforming a commercial enterprise.

In the following pages, you will learn more about our process, get some tips on how 

to get the most out of your experience of making an explainer video (no matter which 

company you choose to work with), and of course you’ll hear my case for why I think 

you should choose us.

Thanks again and I wish you every success with your adventure.

Kindly,

Adam Hudson

CEO

Fire Starter Video
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You Only Get One Chance To 
Make A Great First Impression

I know its not politically correct to say, but the truth is we do judge people, 
businesses and most other things in life, first by the way they look. It’s programmed 
into our DNA. Our eyes feed critical information to our brains, which helps us quickly 
form an opinion of what things mean and what to do with what we are seeing. For 
this reason, when a prospect first encounters your brand, whether that be via an 
in-person meeting with a sales person, dropping by your website, or watching an 
explainer video, the way that piece of your brand looks matters. Let me give you an 
example.  

Near where I live in Los Angeles, there’s a Chinese doctor who sells hair implants 
from a strip-shop positioned between a nail salon and a Thai bakery. There are no 
medical practitioners within a few miles of where he is. He has laminated posters of 
before-and-after photos stuck to the inside of his shop window, and these posters are 
faded and falling off from the Californian sun. No matter how good this doctor might 
be, what I am seeing tells me not to trust this guy with anything related to 
medical practice. Sadly, many businesses present their brands in the same way, and 
most don’t know it. 
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Great Videos Require 
Mastery Of Very Specific “Layers”

One of the things I have learned over the years is that if you aim at nothing, you tend 
to hit with amazing accuracy. On the other hand, some people aim to be the best at 
what they do and those people tend to advance quickly in life. 

When it comes to branding, my recommendation is to shoot to match the quality of 
the biggest and the best. This sounds easy in theory, but it’s an art to really notice the 
details and persevere with your vision while overcoming the constant temptation to 
spend less at the expense of quality. 

The other key aspect to “hacking” branding is to know exactly what the layers are 
in any given brand engagement point that you’re working on. Is there anything else 
adding to or subtracting from the brand - like background music, background noise, 
etc? Let me give you an example.

When someone rings your business, what happens? Here at Fire Starter we used 
to have a live answering service which was answered 24/7 by real people who then 
routed the calls to whichever person or department was needed. The idea was that 
it stopped the phones ringing in our open-plan office and we thought it would be 
good to have live answering 24/7. The problem was that the phones would often ring 
10-15 times before being answered and because these call centers have hundreds of 
clients, the people on the other end of the phone sounded like robots. They had no 
passion for our business or any knowledge of who we were and what we did.

So therein lies some of the “layers” of this particular brand point:

- How long does the phone ring?
- How upbeat is the person who answers?
- How knowledgable is the person who answers?
- How does the process feel generally?
- Is there anything else adding to or subtracting from the brand - like background 
music background noise, etc? 

With these “layers” in mind, we switched to an automated service with GrassHopper.
com . This system answers all incoming calls within 2-3 rings. The caller then hears an 
upbeat piece of music and a professional voice actor that says:

“Welcome to Fire Starter Videos in beautiful Hollywood California! We’re open 
between 9-6 Pacific Standard Time. For sales, press 1. To speak with your production 
manager, press 2. For everything else, press 3.”

Calls are then routed directly to the necessary person and the whole process “feels” 
professional because each layer was attended to. So if you’re going to make a great 
explainer video, understanding the “layers” that go into top level explainer video 
production will help you achieve a much better result. 
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The 7 Layers That Guarantee Your 
Explainer Video Works

Good videos are like swans on a lake. They are elegant, beautiful and easy to watch 
as they effortlessly glide over their subject matter. What you don’t see is their feet 
paddling like crazy under the water to make the movement happen. 

In order to model the best “video swans”, you need to understand what’s going on 
beneath the surface. So here are the key layers in making a great explainer video (in 
the order they are actually done when you make one):

1) Script writing

2) Voice recording

3) Visual design

4) Art quality

5) Animation

6) Music choice

7) Sound effects & sound engineering

Now let me rearrange the list above in the order of their importance in regard to 
getting a great video.

1) Script writing

2) Visual design

3) Music choice

4) Voice recording

5) Art quality

6) Animation

7) Sound effects & sound engineering
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I will expand on each in a moment, but did you notice that animation and art quality are 
both near the bottom of the list? 

Of course these are important, but having made hundreds of explainer videos for 
everyone from Fortune 100 companies to pre-funded startups, I can tell you with 
confidence that if you get layers one through four wrong, layers five through seven 
don’t matter.
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LAYER 01

SCRIPT WRITING
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Layer 1 - Script Writing: 
The Backbone Of Every Great Video

Have you ever found yourself watching a video and all that is going through your head 
is this statement - “Get to the point already!” If you have, then you have been 
subjected to the messaging of an author who either hasn’t targeted their marketing 
correctly or to someone who has no idea how to sell their product, service, or idea.

As much as we may not like it, building an outstanding explainer video is all about 
selling an idea well. It may not be an idea that leads to an immediate financial 
transaction, but it must be an idea that convinces the watcher to click here, sign up 
there or do something to move your cause forward. The message must be crafted in a 
such a way that the watcher is drawn in with every second that passes, and then only 
briefly (if at all) talk about some of the features. Chances are they have finally decided 
to hang that wedding picture and they need a hole in the wall.

With that in mind, before you put pen-to-paper, you must KNOW, without any doubt, 
what’s on the minds of your audience, or put something on their minds that is 
uncomfortable to live with before alleviating their discomfort with your solution.

If you have ever done any kind of basic sales training, the first thing they teach you is 
that people buy on emotion and justify with reason. In other words, forget logic and 
think about emotion. When making a whiteboard animation or animated video of any 
kind, the script is the backbone of everything else so it needs to zero-in quickly on 
the problem your product or service solves, and then only briefly (if at all), talk about 
some of the features. Sadly, most entrepreneurs make their audience endure a litany of 
feature-based dialog that has little to do with the actual benefit the watcher will get if 
they sign up or buy.

If you are selling electric drills, what would cause someone to start that search for your 
product? Chances are, they have finally decided to hang that wedding picture and 
they need a hole in the wall.
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Poor marketers would ramble on about how their drill has titanium drill bits, dual speed 
motors and a quad cell recharging device. Good marketers would talk about how quickly 
they can get the drill to you or how easy it will be to get the hole drilled. Great marketers 
sell the hole, not the drill.

The point is simple. Know what your customers want and give it to them.

The actual structure of the script should be broken into three parts.

1) What is the problem?

2) How do you solve that problem?

3) What do you want the viewer to do next?
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LAYER 02

VISUAL DESIGN
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 Layer 2 - Visual Design
This layer is easily the most under appreciated part of making a great explainer video. 
Everyone has heard the saying, “A picture tells a thousand words”. Well the visual design 
team at Fire Starter Video are the people who decide what pictures will be created and how 
those pictures will move, morph and reveal the story in a compelling way. Importantly, they 
don’t do the drawing, they just do the thinking.

Let me give you some examples of how important this role is.

Example #1 - The “Slaves” Video

Most people who have discovered our company have seen what we affectionately refer 
to as our “slaves video”. Basically it’s an explainer video we made for ourselves where we 
explain the process of making an explainer video. Rather than create a dry script that says 
“Step one is this and step two is that” - we created a visual concept that cast our creative 
team as a group of under appreciated artists that are imprisoned underground in dark 
caves and whipped mercilessly by an cruel mistress called “Dr. Deadline”.

This visual narrative brings drama, humor and life to an otherwise boring “process video”.
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Another example of creating visual settings that increase engagement can be seen in a video 
that we made for a company that provides a computer monitoring service for companies. 
On its own it’s a pretty dry story, but we created a visual narrative that told the story of two 
young toy makers living in the North Pole. 

One was Simon and the other was Santa. Simon was the kind of guy that did everything 
himself, including fixing his computers, while Santa outsourced computer maintenance to the 
pros so he could focus on distribution, brand building and other important aspects of his 
business. Santa became “Santa” and Simon became an alcoholic who spends his days 
reflecting on what could have been, had he only outsourced the little things to focus on the 
important things.

This reframing of the story draws the viewer into a relatable, entertainment-based frame that 
makes learning about the service fun and attractive.

Example #2 - Santa V Simon  
How The North Was Won    
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Example #3 - iPhone Covers Cast As 
Sex & The City Characters

Another video we made was to sell luxury iPhone covers. Rather than explain the 
manufacturing process and show animated 3D models of the covers, we created a 
bar scene where smart phones (made to look like people) can be seen mingling. Male 
phones are chatting up female phones and then the doors swing back and four super 
hot iPhones walk into the bar in their fancy iPhone clothes and the whole bar stops 
and starts staring. “A cell in the city has to have the proper attire”.

Again, the visuals were a clear nod to an already established concept and it moved the 
product from a boring “me too” brand to something people associated with something 
fun and glamorous.
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Why Don’t All Explainer Video Companies 
Get Layer 2 (Visual Design) Right?

The explainer video business is a relatively new industry that grew quickly as the 
high-cost of sophisticated animation software declined and its ease-of-use increased. 
Animation used to be the exclusive domain of big-budget studios like Pixar and 
Disney, but these days what you can do with software that costs just a few thousand 
dollars is amazing.

The important thing for you to understand is that being able to use software (layers 
six & seven) is quite different from being able to create a video that can redefine a 
company’s place within an industry. Those category defining videos are only achieved 
when layers one & two are outstanding (script and visual design) and layers three 
through seven are of an exceptionally high quality.  

To not make this distinction about the importance of the words and the visual story 
design would be like saying Winston Churchill and the average high school student 
can both write speeches and leaving it at that. The statement is true, but only one of 
them can write speeches that fortify entire nations in times of dire need.

When you put the importance of an explainer video into its proper context, what 
emerges is the need for finding a company that understands not only how to use 
software, but how to execute on all seven layers. Truthfully, our industry is crowded 
with technicians who have learned how to use animation software and then began 
marketing themselves as explainer videos experts, when there is far more to it than 
just those one or two layers.

Here at Fire Starter we hire sales people who only sell. Account managers who only 
manage jobs while they are being made. Writers who only write scripts. Creative 
engineers who brainstorm ways to leverage the power of animation to tell the visual 
story. Cartoonists who draw the ideas that the creative team come up with. Voice 
actors who only read scripts. Bookkeepers who only keep the books.

The point is that unlike many small animation studios where there’s an animator who 
does everything from sales to sending the invoice, at Fire Starter we have a team of 
experts across each of the layers who just do their part well.  
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LAYER 03, 04 & 07

MUSIC CHOICE

VOICE RECORDING

SOUND EFFECTS & 
ENGINEERING
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If you’ve got a great script, great visual design, great art and great animation, all 
that’s left is great sound. Again, sound is something that most people outside of the 
movie business don’t think about, but there’s a reason they give out Academy Awards 
for music composers and sound engineers.

The right voice can have a profound impact on the overall quality of any 
production. Think about Morgan Freeman or David Attenborough. Their voices give 
comfort, warmth and assurance to anybody watching their films.

Music is the same. The right piece of music can completely change the mood and feel 
of a scene.

At Fire Starter Videos, we have some of the best voice actors in the industry on the 
books who’ve read for companies including Microsoft, AT&T, Disney, Apple, Facebook, 
Levi’s, Ford, The Cartoon Network and many others.

Outside of Fire Starter, many of these voice actors command large fees to lend their 
voice to a project, but because we give our stable of readers so much work, we have 
negotiated extremely low rates that give everyone access to their skills. 

Again, making your brand feel like a Billion dollar business is about paying attention 
to the details, and sound is one of those very important details.

MUSIC, VOICE & SOUND





LAYER 05

ART QUALITY
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One of the things that surprises people when I get chatting about the process of 
making an animated video is the fact that we still hand-draw every frame before we 
make it. Take a look below at a few frames from a whiteboard animation video we 
made (whiteboard animation is where you see a hand fast-drawing on the screen while 
the voice actor narrates the script). Notice the color coding of the script and how we 
use corresponding dots so the client can see what is being drawn when?

ART QUALITY
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Hopefully you can tell from the above drawings that this art is being hand-drawn by 
a real cartoonist who knows how to build expression, fun, and engagement into the 
story. In a moment I am going to reveal a secret about our industry that many 
buyers don’t know. On the surface it seems like a small secret, but the truth is, if you 
don’t know about this secret, the emotional impact of your video will be dramatically 
different. 

For now, just look at the image on page 25 and notice the expressions on the 
character’s faces. Each one is emotive and you “feel” sorry for the guy holding the 
piggy bank. That feeling is stimulated because the artist is talented and he is drawing 
these characters for this particular script and business. 
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Now let me show you what a storyboard looks like from a cartoon project - before it 
becomes a cartoon:
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Again, in the two scenes below, everything is hand-drawn which means that you have 
full creative control over everything that happens in your animation. If you want a pink 
pig flying to the moon on a rocket, we can do that.
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The Dirty Little Secret That Cheap 
(And Some Expensive) 

Explainer Video Companies 
Won’t Ever Admit To

The reason I showed you the images above is to illustrate in real terms what custom 
animation looks like. It means we create everything from scratch just for you and your 
project.

What many cheap animation companies won’t tell you is that they are simply using 
pre-made characters from shared character libraries and then merging them together 
in-time with your script. They don’t hand draw facial expressions. They don’t design 
characters just for you. They don’t do anything that is truly custom.

This saves a bunch of time, but it also means that no real thought has been put into 
how everything looks and what those characters can do is very limited because the 
libraries don’t allow much flexibility.

At Fire Starter Videos, we build fully custom videos that start with a pen and paper, 
and we  build from there. Hopefully you can now see how we make sure that layers 
three (visual design), four (art quality), and five (animation) are of the highest 
standard.
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LAYER 06

ANIMATION



Layers 6:  
Animation

It may seem strange, but the actual animation part is in my opinion one of the least 
important parts of making an explainer video. 

Anyone with computer skills can learn how to animate something, but to make a 
piece of marketing that works you need all the other parts first. It’s a bit like when 
you go and see a movie with amazing special effects but no story and poor acting. 
No amount of explosions, aliens or crazy visual gymnastics will make the movie any 
better.

We hire young people to animate and experienced people to do everything else - 
because that “everything else” bit is the important stuff (no offence to young 
people :-).
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Good Branding 
Is An Investment, 
Not An Expense

To finish, try not to look at money you spend on branding as an expense because 
good branding will pay for itself. Consumers are not stupid and they do notice the 
difference, even if they can’t verbalize it.

How many times have you leaned one way or the other based on your “gut feeling” 
about something? Often times you can’t put your finger on why you went one way 
or the other, but I can tell you that when it comes to business, it is the DNA of the 
brand that influences many people.

Here at Fire Starter Videos, we strive to help companies find a way to tell their 
story in a compelling way through the power and beauty of animation. Because we 
work from scratch, there is no need or advantage to stick with pre-existing plots or 
ideas. The goal is simply to make something that your competitors and prospects 
“freak out” over when they see it. To do that, you need to take everything off the 
table and ask quality questions about what’s possible. At Fire Starter, we have a 
process for doing just that.

We would be honored to work with you and we feel confident that we represent 
the best value explainer video service in the industry.

Thanks for taking the time to learn about us, and we look forward to working with 
you.
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CALL 888.988.3856

FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

www.FireStarterVideos.com

http://www.firestartervideos.com

